Virtual Hyperledger Meetups

Hyperledger meetup organizers are currently focusing on running virtual meetups for their groups and these events are open to all. This page will track upcoming virtual meetups that all are welcome to attend. To see this information in a calendar format, visit the [Hyperledger Meetup calendar](#).

**Week of May 11, 2020**
- Tuesday, May 12, 2020 at 16:30 UTC / 11:30 CDT: Hyperledger Kansas City hosts "Timely & Relevant Blockchain Use Case: COVID-19 Test Results"
- Wednesday, May 13, 2020 at 18:00 UTC / 14:00 EDT: Hyperledger Toronto hosts "Hyperledger Sawtooth: Introduction and Overview with Duncan Johnson-Watt"
- Thursday, May 14, 2020 at 9:00 UTC / 19:00 AEST: Hyperledger Sydney hosts a talk with PeerSafe about their Hyperledger Fabric use cases
- Saturday, May 16 at 14:00 UTC / 16:00 CEST: Hyperledger Sweden hosts "Online Certification Study Circle"

**Week of May 4, 2020**
- Tuesday, May 5, 2020 at 16:00 UTC / 18:00 CEST: Hyperledger Sweden hosts "How to Crack Hyperledger Certifications? with Darrell Flewell from Linux Foundation's Training team"
- Saturday, May 9 at 14:00 UTC / 16:00 CEST: Hyperledger Sweden hosts "Online Certification Study Circle"

**Week of April 27, 2020**
- Tuesday, April 28, 2020 at 22:00 UTC / 18:00 EDT: Hyperledger Toronto hosts "Opportunities to Connect Canadian Startups & American Business"
- Wednesday, April 29, 2020 at 22:00 UTC / 17:00 CDT: Hyperledger Austin hosts "Hyperledger 2020 Update w/ Climate Action and Accounting Special Interest Group"
- Thursday, April 30, 2020 at 14:00 UTC / 16:00 SAST: Hyperledger Cape Town hosts "Hyperledger Connects Africa"
- Saturday, May 2 at 14:00 UTC / 16:00 CEST: Hyperledger Sweden hosts "Online Certification Study Circle"

**Week of April 20, 2020**
- Tuesday, April 21, 2020 at 14:00 UTC / 16:00 CEST: Hyperledger Netherlands hosts: "Hyperledger Telco with Telefonica and Deutsche Telekom"
- Wednesday, April 22, 2020 at 16:00 UTC / 19:00 AST: Hyperledger Saudi Arabia hosts a discussion with Hyperledger Executive Director, Brian Behlendorf
- Wednesday, April 22, 2020 at 8:00 UTC / 18:00 AEST: Hyperledger Sydney hosts: "Stop COVID-19 with Health App by Hyperledger Indy"
- Wednesday, April 22, 2020 at 0:00 UTC (April 23) / 19:00 EST: Hyperledger Panama hosts "Webinar la revolución de la transparencia (Colaboración con Ágiles Panamá)"
- Thursday, April 23, 2020 at 17:00 UTC / 19:00 CEST: Hyperledger Bologna hosts "Hyperledger Grid - blockchain per la supply-chain"
- Thursday, April 23, 2020 at 10:20 UTC / 19:00 KST: Hyperledger Korea hosts an online meetup in Korean
- Friday, April 24, 2020 at 9:30 UTC / 18:30 JST: Hyperledger Tokyo hosts a Japanese language meetup with speakers from Hitachi and Oracle
- Saturday, April 25 at 14:00 UTC / 16:00 CEST: Hyperledger Sweden hosts "Online Certification Study Circle"

**Week of April 13, 2020**
- Monday, April 13 at 15:00 UTC / 18:00 GST: Hyperledger Dubai and Abu Dhabi hosts "Preventing Subscriber Fraud in Telecom"
- Wednesday, April 15 at 22:00 UTC / 19:00 ART: Hyperledger Argentina hosts meetup in Spanish with speakers from Hyperledger, LACChain and PegaSys
- Thursday, April 16 at 18:00 pm UTC / 20:00 CEST: Hyperledger Barcelona hosts "Hyperledger Besu: Hyperledger Ethereum & Ethereum Stack"
- Saturday, April 18 at 14:00 UTC / 16:00 CEST: Hyperledger Sweden hosts "Online Certification Study Circle"

**Week of April 6, 2020**
- Thursday, April 9 at 20:00 UTC / 1:00 MDT: Hyperledger Denver hosts "Dan Selman from Accord Project and Nicolas Maurice from PegaSys"
- Thursday, April 9 at 16:00 UTC / 17:00 CEST: Hyperledger Barcelona hosts "Blockchain Governance - challenge or opportunity?"
- Saturday, April 11 at 14:00 UTC / 16:00 CEST: Hyperledger Sweden hosts "Online Certification Study Circle"

**Week of March 30, 2020**
- Tuesday, March 31 at 17:30 UTC / 11:30 AM CDT: Hyperledger Kansas City hosts "Blockchain Revolution State of The Union"
- Thursday, April 2 at 17:00 UTC / 18:00 CEST: Hyperledger Sweden hosts "Hyperledger and its Projects | Marta Piekarska, Director of Ecosystem"
- Thursday, April 2 at 21:00 UTC / 19:00 GMT-5: Blockchain y Ethereum para empresas: Realizarán un encuentro online sobre Hyperledger Besu
- Saturday, April 4 at 18:40 CEST / 16:40 UTC NONCON: Enterprise Ethereum is not Boring
- Sunday, April 5 at 7:30 UTC / 12:00 noon IST: Hyperledger Tamil Nadu hosts "Healthcare applications of Hyperledger"

**Past Virtual Meetups**

Recordings are earlier virtual Hyperledger meetups (and some in person meetups) are on the [Hyperledger YouTube channel](#).

- Intercon: running a public Ethereum Node (HL Besu) & [https://twitter.com/petheth/status/123427050098052096](https://twitter.com/petheth/status/123427050098052096)

**Upcoming (Dates TBD)**

- Blockchain Senegal: TBD / Hyperledger Besu & Fabric